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Dear ROMS 8th Grade Families:

The Middle Years Program at ROMS is excited to relaunch our annual Legacy Day-Community
Service Project for 8th grade students. Our last time to provide this opportunity was way back in
2019, when the world was a little bit different. Many things have changed since then, but one thing
that remains constant is the need for the ROMS community to continue to think about others and to
think about how we will better the world around us, no matter the circumstances.

Legacy Day 2022 is a chance for our community of 8th graders to leave their mark on not only the
Royal Oak Middle School Community, but also on our surrounding community and even beyond.
Currently, our Legacy Day Activities are set for April 19, 2022. More will be shared about the
happenings of the actual day as we get closer to the event.  Through the Legacy Day activities,
students will work within the tenets of the International Baccalaureate’s Middle Years Program to
conduct service, either directly or indirectly, that will aim to make a change on an issue or need that
exists in the local, national, or even global community. The Community Project is a great way for
students to demonstrate how they live the IB Learner Profile everyday in their lives.

We are excited to kick-off this project at the start of the second semester of  2021-22 during the
last week of January. The project will launch with topic selection and group formations. Students
will work together in school during flex times on Mondays and/or Tuesdays. Students will be
supported by the teachers who facilitate their flex courses; this will primarily be the Individuals and
Societies and Sciences teachers. However, we are all a community here, so it won’t be uncommon for
students to reach out to other teachers who might support and on Legacy Day, we’ll all come
together in an organized fashion to support one another.

Over the next few months, your student may reach out to you for support with their project, and
depending on the topic or nature of the project, your student may want to create opportunities for
their group members to get involved in related activities outside of the school’s walls. We
appreciate your support in advance and ask that you support this endeavor in any way possible,
whether it be driving your students to a structured activity to support their goal, reviewing a piece
of writing or reflection for the project, brainstorming ideas with your students, encouraging your
student to believe that the project is helping them develop some great skills and attributes, or
simply participating as a spectator in the final event on Legacy Day 2022. No matter what position
you take, we appreciate your involvement.

Stay tuned and be on the lookout for more information from your 8th grader as the project begins
to take shape over these next few months .

Stay Safe,
ROMS MYP Coordinator and 8th Grade Teachers
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What is the IB MYP Community Project?

The  8th  Grade  Community  Project  is  a small group project, combined with ROMS’ historical
Legacy Day.

The purpose: Students  will  apply,  and  evaluate, the  skills  and  knowledge they  have
acquired  throughout  their years  at  Royal Oak Middle School  by  engaging with  their
community  to  make it  a  better place.   Students  will  generate  new  insights  and develop
deeper  understandings  of  the  world  in  which they  live  through an in-depth investigation,
and  communicate  their findings  to  peers.

Participants:    All  8th  graders  are expected to  participate  in  the  project.    Students  will
work in  small groups of three (trios will be combined with other trios based on topic choices).
This means that at least three trios might work together for a max of 9 people in a group.

Supervisor: All  projects  must  be  overseen  by the  student’s  Flex/Subject  Area  teacher.

Example projects:
● performance  art  (i.e.dance,  music,  acting)
● visual  art  (i.e.  sculpture,  mural,  portraits,  PSA)
● multimedia  piece  (i.e.  PSA  (Public  Service  Announcement),
● music  video, animated  movie)
● old-school  writing  (i.e.  speech,  letter  to  government  official  or  newspaper, proposal

to  an organization)
● direct  action  (i.e.  volunteer,  start  a  business)
● scientific/technology  innovation  (design  and  create  a  model  to  solve  a problem)-?
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Understanding Global Contexts
Whichever topic you choose, you must also choose a Global Context through which to
understand it. Global Contexts give background (explain the situation, people the topic impacts)

to the topic.
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Global Contexts Explained
Identities and Relationships
This global context helps you look at what makes you different
from others and what you share with others.
This is a starting point for understanding other people in your
community and beyond.
How does your identity impact relationships with others? How
can who you are be impactful?

TOPIC EXAMPLES -
-#BlackLivesMatter movement
-cyberbullying
-keeping traditions alive
-gun culture/violence in communities
-benefits of exercise

Orientation in Space and Time
This global context is not just about studying the time and place
of an event. It also means looking at how the event has made an
impact on personal as well as global history. For this global
context, you will explore the question: How can understanding
the "when" and "where" of events help you to understand the
world in which you live today? What impact do you have on the
patterns of change in the world that can make a difference?

TOPIC EXAMPLES
- immigration patterns
- impact of scientific discoveries
- Syrian refugee crisis - oral history
traditions

- The Impact of the Civil Rights Movement
- Voting Rights in the 60’s and Today

Personal and Cultural Expression
This global context is about creativity and forms of expression. It
is also about seeing things from different points of view.
For this global context, you will explore the questions: What
does it mean to be creative? What are some ways you can
express yourself, your culture, your ideas and beliefs? How can
you use your culture and self-expression to help others?

TOPIC EXAMPLES
- visual art
- architecture
- performance art (dance, music)
- multimedia - games
- fashion

Scientific and Technical Innovation
This global context is important because science and innovation
help you adapt to the world. Scientific inquiry into the natural
world helps you understand your world and the impact you have
on it. For this global context, you will explore the  questions:
What impact does the natural world have on you? What impact
do you have on the natural world? How can you leave a better
footprint?

TOPIC EXAMPLES
- materials for bicycles
- simple machines in daily life
- industrialization
- climate change
- renewable fuels
- city planning
- using math to solve crimes (data/profiling)
- space travel/exploration

Globalization and Sustainability
This global context is about how concerned we are worldwide,
how we make decisions about global issues and how we can act
in a responsible way to make the world a better place.
For this global context, you will explore the questions: How are
people connected and how does this impact me? How can our
way of life and the systems we have in place last long term?

TOPIC EXAMPLES
- impact of climate change on

developing countries
- education policies around the world
- NAFTA
- Opening relations with Cuba
- Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
with Iran

Fairness and Development
This global context addresses the nature of conflict and peace.
Students will explore rights and responsibilities; the relationship
between communities; sharing finite resources with other
people and with other living things; access to equal
opportunities; peace and conflict resolution.

TOPIC EXAMPLES
-Supporting fair trade: Cocoa trade in Ghana; an awareness
campaign for our school
-Exploring the intersections of race and inequality; a radio
broadcast or podcast
-Asylum seekers and their right to live like us
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Approaches To Learning
Approaches to Learning are important skills in which you and your team have had an opportunity to develop over
the course of your education at ROMS. It doesn’t stop here. Everyday you pull from the ATL toolbox. Your team will
do the same here and it’s important in your organization and planning and in your reflection of the project that you
apply your mastery of these skills. See the chart below to see how you will personally own and display these skills
during this project.

Thinking Skills - generate ideas
- identify problems
- ask questions
- identify bias
- plan
- come up with innovative solutions
- apply knowledge and skills to different situations
- evaluate solutions and ideas
- reflect on learning

Self-Management
Skills

- meet deadlines
- set goals and create a plan to accomplish them
- keep information organized
- find balance in life (effectively cope with stress)
- don’t give up
- effectively deal with emotions
- think positively about self
- effectively deal with criticism and setbacks

Research Skills - access information
- find information using different media - evaluate sources for bias
- take notes in own words (paraphrase)
- synthesize information from various sources (put ideas together)
- create a “Works Cited” page with correct format

Collaboration Skills - respect other’s point of view
- respect other’s differences
- be empathetic
- resolve conflicts
- be fair
- take responsibility for own actions
- make decisions
- create consensus
- speak up in a group
- help others
- develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging with learners of other cultures

Communication
Skills

- speak respectfully to others
- give and receive feedback
- listen to others and consider/analyze their ideas
- use various communication techniques to make your ideas clear (verbal, gestures, diagrams,

statistics, charts, graphs)
- write for different purposes - organize information logically
- present ideas clearly and effectively
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COMMUNITY PROJECT OUTLINE- Students will also enter their plan into Toddle

Project Topic/Issue:

Student(s):

Supervisor:

Goal: Identify the goal you chose and the need in the community that the goal will address.

Target Audience for Your Action: Who will your project benefit? How will your project make a difference?

Process Journal: Your information will be recorded using Toddle. Brainstorm what your group anticipates as types of
resources you will use to bring your project to life. Make a list of your initial brainstorming.

Action: What will you do to make a contribution towards addressing the problem in the community in order to meet your
goal? Examples: PSA, Fundraiser, Speech, Performance Art, Visual, Innovation/Problem Solving, writing an article for the
local paper)
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Project Timeline for Students

January 24th
and January
25th 2022

Week of
February 7th

Week of
Feb 14th

Week of
Feb 21st

Week of
Feb 28th

LEGACY

Community
Project Launch

Teachers will
share the
interest survey
below.

Legacy Day
student interest
google form. OR

Share the link
https://bit.ly/RO
MSLegacy22

Due by 2/01

Investigating:
In regular FLEX
classes (Hrs 3-6)
students will
receive topic
assignments
-based on their
preferences and
conduct
preliminary
brainstorming
and overview of
Toddle site
where project
will be housed.

Toddle Demo
ToddleApp

Day 1:
Brainstorming
Investigating:
Community
Project Outline

Be sure to complete
slides 3-6 in your
Project
Presentation on
Toddle

Upload
researched
items to
Community
Project’s folders
on Toddle.

Day 2:
Generating
Ideas and Initial
Research
Today’s focus is
on Research
and Planning.

Add items to the
Project Plan in
Toddle.

Be sure to complete
slides 7-10 in your
Project
Presentation

Upload
researched
items to
Project’s folders
on Toddle.

Day 3:
Finalizing
research
(Planning)
Students should
finish
researching
today.

Students
should upload
items to their
Community
Project’s folders
on Toddle.

Prepare to
combine topic
trios to create a
single
plan/presentati
on.

Week of
March 7th

Week of
March 14th

Week of
March 21st

Week of
April 4th

April 13th April 19th

Day 4: Action
Plan
(Taking Action)
Trios
Combined/Groups
share their
common
information and
begin to
Create an action
plan for
completing your
legacy day.

See Action Plan

worksheet or
Gantt Chart

Day 5: Carrying
out action plan
Complete
activities or
roles laid out in
an action plan
during this
Legacy Flex
session.
The next Legacy
Flex will be to
collect materials
and anything
needed for Legacy
Day-Be sure to
complete slides
11-15  in your
Project
Presentation

Day 6:
Get Ready!
Collect and
bring in
materials
relevant to the
presentation.

Tie loose ends.

Rehearse
presentations

Reflection day

This day will  be
used to
incorporate
Reflection on
the project
before it is
presented on
Legacy Day

Be sure to complete
slides 16-19  in your
Project
Presentation!

No Meetings
This Week
Due to
Testing

Any
non-testing
time/flex
could be used
to sharpen the
project
presentations

Legacy Day!

Presentation
to the
Community
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ev3plHT6otPkiXFTxeM0Yot_Ui80ygR9hH3JHZVIWh0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ev3plHT6otPkiXFTxeM0Yot_Ui80ygR9hH3JHZVIWh0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ev3plHT6otPkiXFTxeM0Yot_Ui80ygR9hH3JHZVIWh0/copy
https://bit.ly/ROMSLegacy22
https://bit.ly/ROMSLegacy22
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GL8Scesz1kgDs7XTwtGWxvRhnsInteYJdEXcaSHZ21I/edit?usp=sharing
https://web.toddleapp.com/platform/IB_MYP/projects/1199/setup/invite/projects
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wu9hQnAl78PpP4latONj8V6s7ZPOO1e4J6r9uWmFY4M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wu9hQnAl78PpP4latONj8V6s7ZPOO1e4J6r9uWmFY4M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12RGgqXBEWtiZIlfytmMGTBwz-20rSXdtXyjjxxIP9ic/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12RGgqXBEWtiZIlfytmMGTBwz-20rSXdtXyjjxxIP9ic/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15dzfgcZkLo9vEU8zDRdlwCEeA6yMhYl7drGB46OyK-4/copy


Presentation Guidelines
Rehearsal Date: Students should prepare their presentation prior to the final date (April 19, 2022), and
you may request a "run-through" presentation with their supervising teacher in advance of the final
presentation.

Requirements for the Presentation

● Minimum  10 - 15 (max) minutes per group (ALL group members must speak)
● Written report/ script/ PowerPoint/Google slidedeck, tri fold board to anchor the presentation.

This should reflect the team’s mastery of the project objectives that are outlined in Toddle
(throughout the project’s planning and execution) and should include:

○ Explaining the goal to address a need within a community
○ Discussing what was learned about the goal/need through the team’s research
○ Explaining the action plan, how the team executed it, and any adaptations or changes

made to it along the way
○ Explain any unforeseen challenges, obstacles,  hindrances, etc)

● Reflect: Discuss how completing the project has extended the team’s knowledge and
understanding of service learning.

● Evaluate the quality of the service as action (how did it go?).
**Note: Think about how to convey the message in the most interesting way (include videos, pictures,
interactive websites, audience participation, poetry,  perform a play or skit…be creative). Don't just read
PowerPoint slides aloud.

Reflection
At the end of the Legacy Day presentations, students will be writing personal reflections (6th and 7th
grade observers will complete this form) on Legacy Day. Turn paper copies of this into Malone. 8th
graders will complete a more formal reflection about their experience- using the Toddle Platform and
their performances.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lMzejSCdUJjmSmg3tf0bC9SAjBE_o3OguogJAwOA9TA/copy

